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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, the minimum-norm (T) least-squares (S) solution of inconsistent 
linear equations 
Ax=y(A~c:“‘“,y4R(A)) 
is given a determinantal form and reduces to common Cramer’s rule if A is 
nonsingular. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We denote 
C” = the n-dimensional complex space, 
C mx” = the space of m X n complex matrices, 
C/X”={X~Cmx”:rankX=r}, 
N= (1,2 ,..., n}. 
For any AEC”““, x=C”‘, j E N, let A( j -+ x) denote the matrix 
obtained by replacing jth column of A with X. 
In [l], S. Robinson gave an elegant proof of Cramer’s rule. Rewriting 
Ax=y (AEC,“~“) 
as 
AZ( j + x) = A( j -+ y), j E N, 
and taking determinants, Cramer’s rule follows: since 
detZ(j-+x)=xj, jE.N 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
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it follows from (3) that 
x,= detA(j-ty) 
I det A ’ 
j E N. 
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In [2], Ben-Israel gave a “Cramer rule” for the least-norm solution of the 
consistent linear equations 
Ax=y [AEC;‘~“, yeR(A)]. (5) 
In [3], G. C. Verghese showed that the Cramer rule of [2] actually gives the 
minimum-norm least-squares solution of inconsistent linear equations 
Ax=y [AEC/~“, YER(A)]. (6) 
In this paper, the minimum-norm (7’) least-squares (S) solution of (6) is 
given in a determinantal form, which generalizes the results in [2] and [3], and 
reduces to the common Cramer’s rule if A is nonsingular. 
2. RESULTS 
Let S E C”‘x”’ and T E Cnx” be positive definite, and let the correspond- 
ing inner products be defined by 
(x,y),=Y*sx, x, y E C”‘, 
(x> y)r = y*Tx, x, y E C”, (7) 
with the corresponding vector norms 
lIxl(s = ( x*sxp2, x E C”’ 
llxllr = (~*Tx)“~, x E C” 
which for the identity matrix I reduce to 
IlXllr = II412 (the Euclidean norm). 
(8) 
(9) 
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Let A E C,“IX”, y E C”‘. Then the minimum-norm (T) least-squares (S) 
solution of (6) is 
x=A;,y, (IO) 
where AZ r = G E Cnx”’ is the weighted generalized inverse of A; see [4, 
$3.31. It follows from [4] that G is characterized by 
IIGYII~ = minllxllT 
Vr E {x: IlAx - yIJs = minl(Az - y(ls k’z EC”} 
vy E C”‘, (II) 
or equivalently, by 
AGA=A, GAG=G, (SAG)*=SAG, (TGA)*=TGA. (12) 
Also 
A $ r = T- ‘A*( AT- ‘A*)“‘A( A*SA)“‘A*S. (13) 
LEMMA. Let A E Cr”‘Xn, S E Px”‘, and T E Cnx” he positive definite, 
and U E Cz-Xr(m-r) and V E C,“?jnpr) matrices whose columns form bases 
for N(A*) and N(A). Then 
is nonsingular, and 
A v(v*TV_’ 
V*T 1 0 . (14) 
Proof. Obviously (V*I’V-’ and (U*S’U)-’ exist, and 
v*Tv(v*Tv) -I= I”_,. 
From AV = 0 it follows that 
(15) 
(16) AV(V*TV) -I = 0, 
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V*TA;> T = V*TA;> &I& 
=V*(TA;,,A)*A;,, 
Finally, let 
= V*A*(TA;,,)*A;,, = 0. 
F = s-‘u(u*s-‘u) -?I*, E = AA&. 
(17) 
Then E and F are idempotent, and therefore are projectors: 
E = b(k:),,v(E) = bcr~,~,s LH((‘)) 
F = P~(~),~(~) = & 'R(r')IR(Iq' . 
Since 
so that 
AA;.T + s- ‘u(u*s-‘U) -vJ* = I,,,. (18) 
From (15)-( 18), 
A SS’U A+ S,T 
V*T 0 (~*S-‘u)-~u* 
which is the required result. n 
THEOREM. Let A E CrnLXn, S E C”‘X”‘, and T E Cnx” be positive defy- 
nite and U E C”‘_x!*‘P’) and V E C~_xJ”pT) matrices whose columns form 
basis for N( A*) kd N(A) respectively. Then the minimum-norm (T) least- 
squares (S) solution x of (6) satisfies 
x E T-‘N( A) ‘, y - Ax E S-‘N(A*), (19) 
det A(j+y) 
i 
s’u 
V*T(j + 0) 0 
xj = 
‘;I’ 1 
I, j E N. (20) 
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Proof. (19): From (13), 
V*Tx = PTA&y = V*h, 
where 
h 3 A*( AT- ‘A*)“‘A( A*SA)“‘A*Sy E R( A*) = N(A) I, 
proving, by the definition of V, that 
V*Tx=O and TxEN(A)’ a ~ET-‘N(A)~, 
and from (12) follows 
so that 
A*SAA;, r = A*(SAA;,r)* 
= (SAA&A)* = (SA)* = A*S, 
A*Sy = A*SAA;,,y = A*SAx, 
A*S( y - Ax) = 0, 
y - Ax E N( A*S) = S-‘N( A*). 
(20): From (19), 
V*Tx = 0 (21) 
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and S( y - Ax) E N( A*). Set 
Thus 
S(y-Ax)=UZ (1 E cm-r>. 
y = Ax + SS’UZ. (22) 
It follows from (21), (22) that the minimum-norm (T) least-squares (S) 
solution x of (6) satisfies 
&T “d”l[;] = [i]’ (23) 
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From the lemma, the matrix 
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is nonsingular, and (20) follows from the common Cramer’s rule (4). n 
Note 1. Let S and T be the identity matrices of older m and n 
respectively. If 
(i) Y @ R(A), 
(ii) y E R(A), or 
(iii) r=m=n, 
then (20) reduces to the conclusion in [3], [2], or [l] respectively. 
Note 2. The absolute values of the components of the minimum-norm 
(T ) solution of (5) are 
,xj,2= det{[A(j~y)l*A(j~y)+(V*[T(j~O)l)*V*[T(j~0)1} 
det( A*A + W*) 
j E N. 
If T is the identity matrix of order n, then 
,x,,2= 
I det(A*A+W*) . ’ 
j E N, 
which is a correction of [2, equation (12)]. 
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